
 
 
  

 

Animal Chakras 
 

Indications:  
Animal stress management, mental balance, injuries 

 

 Made in Holland by Tweaklite BV    www.tweaklite.com 



 Animal Chakras   

Read this before use. 
Your Tweaklite is a high-quality instrument for applying color light in areas determined by an expert.  Before use, recharge the instrument completely 
using a USB charger. Charge = red, full = green.  
Press the key briefly to activate the instrument, wait for the tone. The instrument is now ready for use. Too long pressing the button will activate the 
test colors. For manual switching off, press and hold the switch-off button for 4 seconds, wait for the tone.  
Follow the instructions in the manual. The Tweaklite switches itself off after 4 minutes when it is no longer in use. 
Application is intended solely for well-being and does not replace any medical treatment. If in doubt, consult your doctor.  
Attention! Never look directly into the light, it can dazzle and do not use the instrument during pregnancy or epilepsy. The standard is optional. 
 



 Animal Chakras  
 
 
 
 
 

Chakra Location Function Signs of imbalance Body region 

Brachial  
  

Between the shoulders. 
A horse just below the 
touch point of shoulder 
and neck 

Directs all other major 
Chakras. Centre for 
animal-human bonding, 
place in order to begin 
treatment (white light) 

Reluctance to be touched 
(unless for obvious 
reasons: arthritis, inflamed 
skin). Refuses to connect 

Chest, neck, front legs, the 
head 

Root 
Red Tail near the body 

Survival, grounding, this 
Chakra can mainly be 
developed if lower in the 
food chain, i.e. the prey 
of others 

Excessive anxious, strong 
flight response, greedy, 
slow, underweight, 
restless 

Intestines, hips, hind legs, 
muscles and skeleton as a 
whole 

Sacral 
Orange 

Area, between tail and 
middle of the back at 
horse on the cross 

Sexuality, emotion, loss 
of animal-partner, house 
or descendants. Good 
place to treat shock or 
on the way to the vet 

Excessive whining for no 
apparent reasons. 
Boundary issues: that is, 
the difference between 
work (training) and play 
hard to recognize 

Kidneys, adrenal glands, 
reproductive organs, the 
lymphatic system 

Stomach 
Yellow Middle of the back 

Personal power, self 
esteem (often exhausted 
in pets) 

Dejected, withdrawn, 
aggressive, dominating, 
no enthusiasm 

Digestive tract, stomach, liver 

Throat 
Blue 

On physical throat. 
At long neck: on vocal 
cords 

Communication 
Non-communicative or 
overly noisy, do not listen 
to commands 

Throat, mouth, teeth, JAWS 
(also caused by innate fear), 
animals that excessive 
chewing 

Third eye 
Indigo 

Middle of the forehead, 
just above the eyes 

Acceptance of himself Headache, bad eyes, 
aloof, derived 

Head in General, pineal 
gland, natural body rhythm, 
higher self 

Crown 
Violet 

On top of the head, 
between the ears 

Connection with the 
spirit Depression, withdrawn 

Brain, pituitary gland, skin, 
nervous system, spine, 
cranio-sacral system 

Animal Chakra Tweak 
Traditionally, light and color is vital for all life on earth. It 
was for humans and animals of equal importance because 
their existence was regulated by light and darkness. Thus, 
they were aware of the different energies.  
Light and color are still affect all living beings and on many 
levels. Animals see the colors not like us, but this does not 
mean they are not influenced by the energy of color.  
Animals respond very well to color and light therapy and 
often even fall asleep during treatment. They sometimes 
do not even want them away when treatment is over. 

Procedure 

This fixed color Tweak consists of 8 elements.   

Seven spectral colors plus white in the order below.  
After activating the Tweaklite, press until the desired color 
is reached. At the last color you hear a tone from high to 
low.  
For safety reasons, the time per color is 15 minutes.  
If that is too short, go to the end of the cycle and start 
again. But think about it; excess damages! 
 



Chakras 
The energetic body of humans and animals is composed of 
chakras; energy centers, coupled with meridians. You can see 
chakras as an engine in which the physical body is the 
vehicle. 
Like a body, a car needs maintenance and when it starts 
performing, it needs occasional lubrication or the engine must 
be restored. 
The energy is the same. Whith re-balancing the chakras 
comes harmony and the physical body gets energy again. 
The chakra system is a complex network of compounds that 
runs through the entire body. Energy enters the aura, flowing 
in and out of the chakras and through the meridian system, 
the energy is distributed to the organs and tissues. 
Every thought, action and emotion affects the chakras and is 
reflected in the aura. Also external stimuli, both positive and 
negative, have an effect on the chakras, which leave their 
mark in the aura. Similarly, physical injuries. 
 
Animal Chakras 
The chakras of animals are located at similar locations as 
those of humans. In addition to the seven major chakras that 
people share with animals, there is a main chakra, which is 
unique to animals. It is called the brachial or "key chakra". 
This chakra is discovered by the leading animal healer Margrit 
Coates. 
The brachial chakra is located on either side of the body, in 
the region of the shoulders. It is the most important energy 
center in all animals and gives direct access to all other 
chakras. It is the center, which is also directed to the human-
animal interaction; you should always start treatment with this 
chakra. 
Animals with a strong, healthy relationship with their human 
companions usually have a lively brachial chakra. 
 
Differences with human 
The energy system of animals is different than that of the 
human being. Animals are extremely sensitive to subtle 
vibrations and atmospheric changes. Animals are often 
restless, long before a thunderstorm in the area. 
 
Light and Color Energy 
Light has a profound effect on all living cells, because each 
cell is light-sensitive. The cells of the skin act as light filters 
and give the frequencies of the light through to the tissues and 
cells of the body, of course, also to the organs and glands. 
Colour energy can be used to balance the energy centers of 
the body and can act as a catalyst for the healing process. It 
can help with emotional, mental, spiritual or physical 
problems. 
Color therapy is a holistic, natural therapy has no side effects 
and is completely safe. It can be used alongside any other 
therapy and conventional medicine. It is extremely suitable as 
a complementary therapy. 
 
Practice 
Color-light therapy can be used for both physical and 
emotional ailments. The color blue for example, helps to ease 
the pain of an older dog with bad hips and arthritis. The owner 
tells a dog show: 
Before the show was our dog very lethargic and certainly not 
interested to put her best foot forward, but treatment with red 
and orange light gave her vital and conscious energy. 
Another frequently used color is violet for lifting depression, a 
condition that is more common in animals than we realize. 
In general, color therapists use cool colored light such as 
blue, green and violet for "hot" conditions like inflammation or 
ulcers. Warm colored light including red, orange and yellow is 
used in "cool" conditions such as poor circulation. 
 
 

Method of administration 
Animals often introduce themselves open to natural healing. 
It is important to start the healing process carefully because 
animals act irrationally when they are frightened or in pain. 
Use a toy of the animal as a distraction. Approach them not 
unexpected and try to avoid sudden movements during the 
session. Keep the environment quiet. 
When starting a color-light session look the beast in the eye 
and listen to your intuition. Start by applying colored light on 
about 12 cm away from the body and move slowly closer. 
 

Make sure the animal sees the light source and is aware of 
what you do. Please note any sudden movement and comfort 
the animal with a soft voice and gentle touch. 
You may get sudden inspiration to apply shades of blue on 
your pet to relieve pain. Red indicates a morning boost to "get 
up and go ', while yellow can relieve abdominal pain. 
The animal will let you know when he has had enough. Stop 
and tell him that you are ready to continue at another time. 
 
There are four ways in which we can influence energy with 
light color: stimulate, soothe, balance and cleanse the aura. 
Give the animal the opportunity to process each color session 
at his own pace. Remember, less is always more. 
Time is needed for the "information" that integrate color in it. 
Assess the gradual or immediate change in the behavior of 
your pet before you begin a new session. 

 
 

 


